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URBAN PLANNING STRATEGY

NEEDS

The aim of the intervention is to develop innovative industries
that will generate new forms of locally based production
interconnected to town life. The transformation of Skiferkaia
will make the seafront accesible to  the public  summer and
winter.
The articulation of production, activities and town life into one
functional whole will change Skiferkaia into a new attractive
urban area.

Skiferkaia will become a productive area with energy
generation (wind and water), greenhouses and alternative food
production, aquaculture, coexistence of housing, production
and activities, workshop, startups, coworking spaces, business
incubators, leisure activities that attract an heterogeneous
public, shops, market and a slate industry and painting
museum and remembrance area.
The intervention on the site will turn Skiferkaia  into a
productive area, giving it a second life but keeping it's historic
heritage.

We have created a path that along with the buildings generates the different areas of the project. The stripe also links and generates connections with the sea, Bossekop and the rest of Alta.
This urban strategy allows a transformation of Skiferkaia throughout time. All the different areas can work independently while the transformation of the site is in progress, and once it is accomplished.
We have chosen to keep the main buildings on the site, refurbishing them and transforming their function. This highlights the historic heritage of the site, links past, present and future and makes the buildings evolve to meet future needs while keeping their essence.

1Alta (NO)

Rememberance of the slate industry area:
Slate as material, informative pannels
Culture and heritage of the area
Leisure activities (Skate park)
Pavement made with slates of site

Cafeterias and terraces
Events area
Cultural events
Wind generators
Pavement made with slates of site

Market
Summer: Outdoor cinema, swimming pools, climbing, outdoor
art exhibitions
Winter: Circus, skate rink, indoor activities, sauna, winter pools

OPPORTUNITY AREA

The study area is located in Bossekop, one of Alta's three urban
centres.
Alta is a growing city with a young population. It's economy is based
on the slate industry and enterprenential culture (agriculture, farming,
construction...)
It has also good cultural resources (music school, UiC Arctic University,
northern lights observatory) as well as a wide range of sport facilities in
connection with nature.

The project site is Skiferkaia. It has an exceptional urban setting, it's
boundary to the north is the sea, this allows a large range of economy
boosting activities, both from a leisure and a productive perspective.
The site's south boundary is a road that links Alta's three urban centres.

Skiferkaia is nowadays occupied by activities in relation with the slate
industry. It is an industrial site not accessible to public use.

The characteristics of the site that we want to enhance are the
following:- Direct contact with water: Water sports, aquaculture, energy
generation, leisure activities.
             - Views: Generate an appealing area that will attract tourism
          - Historic heritage: It will be enhanced and transformed to take
part in the change of use of the site.
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STRANDVEIEN 48

Existing building, extended and
refurbished into a mixed use
product ive node and l i fe
generator.
The new additions are detached
from the existing building and
linked by a floating platform.
This generates interstitial spaces
between the new and the
existing that highlight the
architecture of the oldest
building in the site.
Local wood is used to build the
start-up boxes.
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Meeting rooms Start-up

Floating platform
Experimental housing

LinkCafeterias

Event area

Bar

EMPTY YOUR MIND

LEISURE AREA

Economy boosting leisure and productive
activities.

Boat rental
Sailing school

Kayak and boat piers

Climbing

Sauna
Swimming pools
Winter baths

Interior - exterior restaurant

Skylight

Coworking spaces

Interior garden

RETHINK YOUR WORLD

PHASING

Rethink your world

Empty your mind

Swimming pools

Aquaculture

 Urban food,
greenhouses, grocery shop

Leisure activities: Skate park, harbour,
rock climbing, sauna, terraced spaces

Promenade, leisure activities, skate rink

Bike lane

Boat and board renting
Sailing, snorkeling school

Connection with the sea,
wave energy generation

20222020

Link between the city and the site

Students residence,
housing, activities and parking

Activity mix: Creation of start-up spaces in
existing building.Research and innovation

Housing

Food and beverage area Skate park Cultural and remembrance area
(slate industry, paintings)

Agriculture equipment
and boat repairing

3D Printing

Market square

2024

Store farmer equipment
and local market

Contemporary terraced beach
Fishing

Terraced leisure area

Link - promenade with energy generation

Kids area
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Production
Innovation

Transformation Consomation

SHORT CYCLE

Primary needs - Leisure - Culture

MIXITY

No view

New attractive public spaces

Barrier city-sea
Acces

Landmark

Views and terracesUrban alignments

Views

volume balance

Adaption to site morphology

MIXITY IN PRODUCTION AND CITY LIFE
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Shops and activities
on basement

Urban terraced
gathering spaces

Rooftops

Housing with view on trees

Student residence

Underground parking

Link - connection with the sea

Student cells

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RESIDENCE CONCEPT

STUDENT RESIDENCE AND HOUSING, ACTIVITIES

The building is conceived as a landmark that guides the visitors
to the area. The floors descend in cascade to permit a view
from the city towards the sea and to adapt to a more human
scale. The terraces offer interesting new urban spaces and
invite visitors to discover Bossekop.
The student residence is conceived as a resemblance of a stack
of stone slates like the ones that were stocked at Skiferkaia.

A LIFE WITH A VIEW

A life with a view

What is the menu for tomorrow?

Walking over the water

URBAN GREENHOUSES

The building has been refurbished into a productive node, that
creates new forms of locally based food production, insect
farms to explore new nutritive directions.  It also serves as a
research lab for food orientated start-ups and a learning space
for children.
The greenhouses are placed in boxes that are linked by a
platform. None of the new additions touch the existing
building.

Greenhouses

Insect farms

Sustainable learning gallery

Floating platform

Greenhouses - research lab

LINK - PROMENADE WITH ENERGY GENERATION

Waves energy system

Floating structure

Waves

WHAT IS THE MENU FOR TOMORROW?

WALKING OVER THE WATER
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